COUNTY CROP EXPANSION:  None

COUNTY CROP DELETIONS:  GRP/GRIP CORN deleted from Ozaukee County.

DATES:  No changes

RATES:  New target rates established for Cabbage, Corn, Dry Beans, Forage Seeding, and Grain Sorghum.

STATEMENTS:
- CABBAGE:
  - Added replant statement to SPOI.
  - Deleted statement related to different prices for fresh and processing practices from the SPOI.
- CORN:
  - Statement added to GRP SPOIs that revises the definition of “payment yield”.
  - Statement added to GRIP SPOIs that revises the definition of “final county yield”.
- GRAIN SORGHUM: New price statement added to SPOIs for CRC plan.
- POTATOES:
  - Quality statement clarifies the use of a default factor in cases where the producer has not supplied an actual average percentage.
  - Added statement: “Failure to provide actual average percentages will result in the use of default percentage below.”
- SOYBEANS:
  - Statement added to GRP SPOIs that revises the definition of “payment yield”.
  - Statement added to GRIP SPOIs that revises the definition of “final county yield”.
- TOBACCO: Removed most of the SPOI statements due to changes in the Tobacco crop provisions.
  - Major changes to the quality adjustment statements on the SPOIs for all crops with quality provisions on the SPOIs.

PRACTICES:
- CABBAGE: New practice based on changes to crop provisions. Only practice is (046) Spring Planted.
- TOBACCO: Changed practice from 997 (NPS) to 003 Non-Irrigated in all counties.

TYPES:
- CABBAGE: Replaced 2009 types with: (991) Green (Fresh), (992) Red (Fresh), (993) Green (Proc), and (994) Red (Proc).

T-YIELDS:  T-Yields reviewed and updated for Corn, Dry Beans, and Grain Sorghum.

MAPS/SUPPLEMENTS:  No changes

OTHER:
- CABBAGE:
  - New crop provisions.
  - Permanent program for 2010; written agreements may be available in non-program counties.
- TOBACCO: New crop provisions called Tobacco which replaces Guaranteed Tobacco and Quota Tobacco crop provisions.

NOTE:  This is not an official document.  For all official changes, refer to the 2010 Crop Year Summary of Changes and Actuarial Documents for fall and spring crops.
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